
MAG CARRIERS MONTHLY EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE REPORT

Month_____________

 Steer Tire Size _________________  Drive Tire Size__________________ Trl Tire Size_____________________   

    Tractor #____________________________________       Trailer#____________________________________
          
     VIN________________________________________       VIN________________________________________

     Year_______________________________________       Year_______________________________________  

     Make______________________________________       Make______________________________________

 Last Lube Date:__________________        Last Lube Date:___________________
                                              

List any repairs or services done this month. Please specify equipment that repairs were done on
and attach copies of receipts for services and/or repairs to this form. Please attach monthly 
Reefer inspections to this report also. Please note if any repairs were done because of roadside 
violations. 

1)_________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

2)_________________________________________________________________________________
 
 __________________________________________________________________________________

3)_________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

4)_________________________________________________________________________________

 __________________________________________________________________________________

5)_________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

6) ________________________________________________________________________________
 
 
Have you done your Monthly Brake Adjustment ?  If yes, list the unit number(s) it was done for 

and the date it was done: Unit #_________________________     Date:_____________________



MAG CARRIERS MONTHY EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST

MONTH__________  TRUCK UNIT#__________  TRAILER UNIT #__________

MAG Carriers requires steer tires to be replaced when the lowest point on the tire is
a 5/32: all other tires are required to be replaced when the lowest point is at 3/32. Our 
minimums are slightly higher that the DOT. This is to ensure the tire is replaces before it 
becomes a problem. 

I check my tires during pre and post trip inspections and at this time all of my tires meet the
minimum requirements as listed above._____________________(initial)

Minimum brake measurement requirement is 8mm, 12/32 if you are using the 
gauge MAG Carriers provided. You need to subtract 5/32 from the measurement to 
account for the metal lining. 

 I check my brakes during pre and post trip inspections and at this time all of my brakes meet
the minimum requirements as listed above.___________________(initial)

Current Reefer Engine Hours____________   Reefer Engine Hours at Last Service______________

*reefer units need to be serviced every 1500 hours, and belts need to be replaced every 3000 hours.

Truck Double Check!!
The following are items frequently cited for violations on roadside inspections, are yours 
in good shape?

Pigtail: Y___  N___   Blinkers:  Y___   N___   Headlights: Y___  N___   Mirrors: Y___  N___   

Wipers: Y___  N___      Hoses(free of kinks, no chaffing or rubbing): Y___  N___

Trailer Double Check!!
The following are items frequently cited for violations on roadside inspections, are yours 
in good shape?

Walls: Y___  N___   Floor: Y___  N___   Tandems sliding/greased: Y___  N___   

Wheel seals intact, not leaking: Y___  N___  

 Airlines/Airbags(secured , not chaffing, no kinks , no leaks): Y___  N ____  

Signature:_____________________________         Date:_________________________
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